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Over the past few years, I have talked about growth mindset, creating a passion and love for 
learning and discovery, thriving on challenges and being open to opportunities. 

Building Capacity for Growth
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Great schools with strong values and high expectations 
such as QMS do not come by our successes by chance 
—we earn them with persistent effort and consistent 
habits of excellence. 

It’s essential that our campus, which has long nurtured 
exceptional learners, enriched educational experiences, 
and unique programs, evolve and continue to provide 
an environment in which we can all flourish. Purpose-
built learning and performance spaces for Fine Arts, 
modern living spaces for boarding students, updated 
training facilities for athletics, and essential upgrades 
to our Equestrian Centre are just some of the priorities 
that will transform our school from great to exceptional. 

Our Campus Master Plan, developed in collaboration 
with Garyali Architect Inc. and approved by our Board 
of Governors, provides an overall physical framework 

for campus growth, evolution, and renewal. Designed 
in four distinct phases, with listed priorities within each 
phase, this plan supports our strategic goal to meet the 
evolving needs of our students in a rapidly changing 
world. Each phase will last approximately four years, 
subject to the funding availability as supported by the 
QMS Advancement Plan. I am happy to report that 
Phase 1, with the opening of the Learning Centre and 
the expansion of the playing field, is complete! 

We now turn our focus onto the second and third 
phases of our Campus Master Plan. I invite you to contact 
our Development & Alumni Relations Office to share our 
vision and become a part of building on tradition.

Wilma Jamieson
HEAD OF SCHOOL
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One key area of focus in the QMS Strategic Plan is building our future. The Campus Master Plan, 
created in 2012, guides our campus and facilities development, enhancing a learning environment 
that provides enriched educational experiences. 

Building our Future

This plan provides an overall physical framework for 
campus growth, evolution and renewal. Designed in  
four distinct phases, the plan is a sequential, yet flexible  
outline for growth, shaped by academic, equestrian 
and residential program needs and environmental  
sustainability. 

With the opening of the Learning Centre in 2014 
and the expansion of our playing field that same year,  
Phase 1 of the Campus Master Plan is now complete. 
We now turn our efforts to our second phase and invite 
the QMS Community to share our vision. 

Phase 1: The Learning Centre and Playing Field expansion (COMPLETE)
Phase 2: Equestrian Centre upgrades, The Learning Centre Addition and Alumni Archives
Phase 3: Residential Towers, Fitness Centre, Third Riding Ring, Stables and ECE Centre
Phase 4: Residential Towers, Fine Arts Building and completion of Equestrian Centre upgrades

The Phases
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Our students are at the heart of all campus renewal decisions at Queen Margaret’s School.  
We strive to provide our students with a healthy living environment to learn, play and grow in. 

The Heart of Our Campus

The planned upgrades to our residential, equestrian, 
academic, fitness and Fine Arts facilities will reinforce 
the value we place on our students and how much 
we want them to cherish their time here at Queen 
Margaret’s School.

The current residential buildings are steeped in 
history, and the proposed towers will provide a way 
for the next generation of QMS boarders to create a 
new legacy through the expansion of common spaces, 
increasing the number of student rooms and securing 
accessibility for everyone. These future QMS students 

will experience greater opportunities for cross-cultural 
integration and forge life-long friendships across 
grade levels. It will also mean the expansion of student 
leadership opportunities, something our boarders are 
eager to embrace. 

These new modern facilities will reinforce our 
mandate to provide a safe and caring environment that 
comfortably houses students and supports their efforts 
to be the best they can be. I’m very excited about the 
possibilities.

Celina Mason 
DIRECTOR, RESIDENCE LIFE & HEALTH SERVICES
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Your Questions Answered 
What is our Campus Master Plan?
The Campus Master Plan was originally prepared in 2004 
with a focus on updating and rebuilding instructional 
spaces. During the recent review process, our Head of 
School and her Leadership Team created a refreshed list 
of priorities, including thoughtful consideration of not only 
our future academic program needs, but also residential 
program needs, campus operations, Equestrian Program 
needs, environmental sustainability and student safety.

Who was involved in this process and how were 
the decisions reached?
Following the refocusing of the Campus Master Plan, Wilma 
Jamieson, Head of School, met with Garyali Architect Inc., 
to discuss the refocused outline. This document was then 
reviewed and adopted by the QMS Board of Governors. 
Going forward, the Campus Master Plan will be updated 
regularly to ensure that it remains current to Queen 
Margaret’s School’s needs and supports the School’s 
Strategic and Advancement Plans. 

How will students, staff and parents benefit from 
this renewed Campus Master Plan?
• Modern instructional spaces will enhance learning 

opportunities including the integration of technology 
initiatives in the classroom

• Upgraded and expanded Equestrian Centre facilities will 
increase accessibility and programming options for riders 
of all levels

• New residential facilities will strengthen the student life 
experience and increase our boarding program capacity

• Expanded Fine Arts facilities with purpose-built 
classrooms will provide more learning and performance 
opportunities for students

• Classes will no longer be housed in portables

• Our commitment to the environment will be reaffirmed 
through the high level of sustainability initiatives 
incorporated into each and every campus update
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What are the current priorities for our Campus 
Master Plan?
The demand for our renowned Equestrian Program 
continues to grow. This has created an urgency for upgrades 
to our facilities and placed it high on our priority list. These 
upgrades will include improved drainage, a new indoor 
riding ring, better stabling and upgraded paddocks, a round 
ring, improved infrastructure and vehicle accessibility to the 
Shirley Burr Equestrian Centre.

Completion of the final phase of our Learning Centre, with 
two classrooms on each floor, is also a high priority. Our art 
and music programs will be moved to this central location 
to free space for our new residential towers.  

Can you tell us more about the selected 
architectural firms? 
Garyali Architect Inc., has designed over 25 schools in the 
municipalities of Victoria, Saanich, Langford, Colwood and 
Duncan. Most recently, the firm completed our Learning 
Centre and has been part of our campus renewal plans 
since 2001. Garyali also designed our Primary Centre and 
Rowantree Hall.

LADR Landscape Architects is an award winning firm that 
specializes in landscape architecture and sustainable design. 
LADR has developed a Landscape Masterplan for our 
Equestrian Centre in collaboration with our Head of School, 
Facilities Manager and Equestrian Program team.

Have the builders for the next phase of projects 
been selected yet?
No, we have not yet selected a builder for any pending 
projects as they are not yet ready to be put to tender.

How will this be funded?
Funding for all of our campus upgrades will be subject 
to the funding availability as supported by the QMS 
Advancement Plan. The generosity of our current parents, 
alumni, and extended community are key to initiating and 
completing each phase of renewing our campus.  

What is the completion timeline for these  
upgrades?
Each phase of the plan will last approximately four years, 
subject to funding availability. A review will be completed 
regularly to ensure that the plan remains current to Queen 
Margaret’s School’s needs and continues to support the 
School’s Strategic Plan. 

With Phase 1 already complete, we have commenced 
Phase 2 projects such as improvements to the Equestrian 
Centre drainage, construction of a new Maintenance 
Building and developing plans for the new Alumni Archives.
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Will construction impact our students?
A great amount of consideration has gone into each phase 
of the planned upgrades. Our hope is to have as little 
impact on our students as possible during construction. 
There will be specific times when minimal disruption to 
regular student routines will be unavoidable.

What has been done to ensure our plans are  
environmentally sensitive and responsible?
At Queen Margaret’s School, we want to be at the forefront 
of the stewardship of our beautiful natural campus 
environment. In addition, Garyali Architect Inc. is an 
industry leader in LEED green building. Here are a few of 
the measures we are taking to reinforce this goal:

• Preservation of important green spaces and expansion of 
pedestrian areas

• New buildings will be placed in consideration of 
preservation of trees whenever possible

• Use of windows with “Low E” Glass, when possible, will 
promote the use of daylighting without undue heat gain 
or loss

• Heat recovery ventilation systems

• High-efficiency condensing boilers which allow for higher 
thermal efficiency and reduce fossil fuel consumption

• Low-flow plumbing fixtures

• Continue the promotion of waste reduction, composting 
and improve natural habitat and ecological integrity

PHASE 1

COMPLE
TE

THE LEARNING CENTRE 

AND PLAYING FIELD
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Founders’ Hall will be upgraded 
to provide a well-equipped fitness 
facility for students and staff, and 
training opportunities for our 
student athletes.

After the second phase of the TLC 
is complete, with new music and 
art classrooms, four new residence 
towers (in the background) will 
replace Geoghegan and Denny 
Halls,  providing comfortable, 
modern accommodations and 
gathering spaces for our boarding 
students and residence staff. A new 
Fine Arts Centre will anchor the 
heart of the campus.



“ “I’ve been a boarding student at Queen Margaret’s 
School since 2013 and I love it. I really enjoy 
interacting with staff and other students from 
around the world.  So the thought of having a new 
residence with more space and common rooms 
for growing cross-cultural bonds, and inviting 
more students to join our community, sounds 
amazing.

As the Drama Captain for this school year, I feel 
the upgraded Fine Arts facilities would provide us 
with more opportunities for singing, dancing and 
acting in front of a larger crowd. A large engaged 
audience is incredible in live theatre, so I am very 
excited for future QMS students.

Sichen (Phoebe) Z.
CLASS OF ’16  



“ “Horses and the Fine Arts are two of my biggest 
passions. The planned upgrades to the Equestrian 
Centre really get me excited because the 
changes will allow a larger number of students 
to experience the amazing bonds you can create 
with horses. 

Another riding ring would be huge as it would 
mean greater focus and lesson times for riders. 

I have amazing memories from countless 
positive experiences in the current Fine Arts Hall, 
so the upgrades are bittersweet. Yet the dream of 
hosting bigger and more elaborate productions 
can only come true with a new building that 
features outstanding acoustics and the latest 
in technology. It’s an exciting time to be a QMS 
student!

Alexis E. 
CLASS OF ‘18
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